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Abstract— Now in day’s use of mobile phone is important 

thing in human life. Everyone is known and aware about use 

of mobile phone. Information & Communication Technology 

(ICT) observed that mobile is vital role in regular life. So that 

Android system will help to modern farming technology. 

Farmer will take a help of innovative application for the 

farming related information. Use of android application in 

agriculture field will more helpful to increase the GDP (Gross 

Domestic Product), productivity, services, activities. We 

propose an android based application- which would include 

agricultural crop information, agriculture based information 

guide for cultivation, weather update, market prices, 

government advertises related to farming facilities/loans. 

Main purpose of system is farmer and dealer communication 

so that broker part will be skip. Video solution is one more 

important feature of system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A mobile application, most commonly referred to as an app, 

is a type of application software designed to run on a mobile 

device, such as a smartphone or tablet computer. Mobile 

applications frequently serve to provide users with similar 

services to those accessed on PCs. Apps are generally small, 

individual software units with limited function. This use of 

software has been popularized by Apple Inc. and its App 

Store, which sells thousands of applications for the 

smartphone. A mobile application also may be known as an 

app, Web app, online app, smartphone app. 

Mobile applications are a move away from the 

integrated software systems generally found on PCs. Instead, 

each app provides limited and isolated functionality such as a 

game, calculator or mobile Web browsing. Although 

applications may have avoided multitasking because of the 

limited hardware resources of the early mobile devices, their 

specificity is now part of their desirability because they allow 

consumers to hand-pick what their devices are able to do. 

The simplest mobile apps take PC-based 

applications and port them to a mobile device. As mobile apps 

become more robust, this technique is somewhat lacking. A 

more sophisticated approach involves developing specifically 

for the mobile environment, taking advantage of both its 

limitations and advantages. For example, apps that use 

location based features are inherently built from the ground 

up with an eye to mobile given that you don't have the same 

concept of location on a PC. 

Mobile user interface (UI) Design is also essential. 

Mobile UI considers constraints and contexts, screen, input 

and mobility as outlines for design. The user is often the focus 

of interaction with their device, and the interface entails 

components of both hardware and software. User input allows 

for the users to manipulate a system, and device's output 

allows the system to indicate the effects of the users' 

manipulation. Mobile UI design constraints include limited 

attention and form factors, such as a mobile device's screen 

size for a hand. Mobile UI contexts signal cues from user 

activity, such as location and scheduling that can be shown 

from user interactions within a mobile application. Overall, 

mobile UI design's goal is primarily for an understandable, 

user-friendly interface. 

A. Problem Definition 

The traditional method of providing domestic productto 

market is by farmers have to visit city or any particular market 

and then have to deal with the dealer. Farmers sometimes find 

difficulties because of unaware of the rates of the crops. 

Therefore, they would not get satisfied rate to his product 

another one is that dealing with any new crop to produce, they 

have to face problem due to unaware of how to produce it. 

In order to overcome these drawbacks, we are developing a 

system where farmer and dealer would close to each other 

such that it would become more transparency in the deal. 

Another feature would provide the complete informative part 

which gives the details information about the various types of 

crops and how they are to be farmed. 

B. Previous Work 

In previous system included only static information like 

weather, market rates, farmer advice, etc. this system get 

blocked now in some days. 

 
Fig. 1: Kisan Suvidha Application 
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Fig. 2: AgriApp 

 
Fig. 3: AgriApp Home Page 

C. Current Work 

In modern world monitored there are lac agriculture based 

solutions. System will more helpful for marketing purpose of 

farmer. Lac of market availability and broker part in market 

will skip, and productivity will be increase. Due to this 

feature GDP will increase and decrease the rate of poverty. 

System will bridge the gap of farmer and market. 

System can be guide for farmer for crop selection, dealer 

selection, weather information, market prices, government 

facility related advertises, etc. 

System will provide video solution related farming 

problem that can helpful and practically solution to the farmer 

to increase the productivity. It is the best solution according 

to the text information guide. 

 
Fig. 4: Kisan-Vani System Architecture 

System will store whole information on server 

database. First farmer will register, when farmer done 

registration then the farmer information will store on server 

database. When crop will register then farmer will add crop 

type, name, available crop quantity and crop rate etc. Farmer 

will search various type of solution form the server database, 

server will provide query related solution to the farmer. Crop 

rate will maintain and updated rate of crop. System will store 

dealer registered information and will create new account. 

Dealer can be search the crop from the database. 

D. Purpose    

The direct communication between farmer and dealer is the 

main purpose of the system. So that broker part will skip. 

Farmer can achieve more profit. So that farmer will aware 

about technology 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

[4][5]In previous system included only agro based crop 

information, weather information, daily market prices and 

news updates. Some system providing only agricultural 

guidance.  

[1]Some of the system providing probable matching 

crops to people according to basic input like water availability 

in mm, average temperature, average soil PH of farm, locality 

of farm, soil type, crop duration, etc. So by certain calculation 

at balanced this system is showing most probable crop list for 

the farm. Only cultivation information is providing by this 

system. 

[8]System providing information related to crop 

production, methods, technology, tools. It also provides 

facility to watch and upload videos and chat with agriculture 

expert. System providing voice message based agro advisory, 

delivering climate information through mobile.  

[6]System providing voice message based agro-

advisory, delivering climate information through mobile. 

[7]This system helps to Indian farmers make 

informed decisions through customized information related 

to their needs. The apps also available through an online 

portal is managed by IFFCO kisan, a subsidiary of Indian 

farmers. Fertilizer cooperative Ltd [IFFCO] the largest 

organization in India responsible for the production & 

distribution of fertilizer for farmers through a cooperative 

network. 

[2]By using Artificial Neural Network we can 

predict the crop based on various parameter. By calculating 
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deficiency of N, P and K suggest the fertilizer. This system is 

useful for farmers who are economically weak and can’t 

afford the lab soil test. 

[3]The project will allow for improving the 

efficiency of the irrigation process. Using this android 

application user can also get all information about particular 

crop (Fertilization process, online information about 

pesticides, online farming videos etc.). 

[9]This AgriApp application will be useful in 

Agriculture System to suggest Farmers to select a crop for 

cultivation mapping using different ground parameters crop 

production, methods, fertilizer, technology, tools. As this 

system more helpful to increase productivity of crops and 

indirectly to increase GDP of India reduce poverty.  As 

farmers adopt new techniques and differences in productivity 

arise, the more productive farmers benefit from an increase in 

their welfare.   

III. METHODOLOGY/APPROACH 

These are main modules of the application; one is for farmer, 

second for dealer and third for administration. 

3.1. Farmer Module 

3.1.1. Registration 

3.1.2. Login 

3.1.3. Dealer communication  

3.1.4. View Market Rates 

3.1.5. View Weather Information 

3.1.6. View Government notifications 

3.1.7. Search solution 

3.2. Deal.er Module 

3.2.1. Registration 

3.2.2. Login 

3.2.3. Select Farmer 

3.2.4. Send Request to farmer 

   3.3. Admin Module 

   3.3.1. Home 

   3.3.2. Login 

   3.3.3. Add Crops 

   3.3.4. Delete Crops 

   3.3.5. Dynamic Updates of Market Rates  

   3.3.6. Add Farmer 

   3.3.7. Add Dealer 

   3.3.8. Add States 

   3.3.9. Add Cities 

3.4 Flowchart 

 

 
Fig. 5: 

First user will logged in the system. Then the 

registration form will be open. If user is farmer, he will 

choose the farmer option and will doing registration. After 

registration completion dealer list will be visible to farmer. 

Farmer will choose the dealer from the dealer list and will 

send request to dealer. Then farmer will be logged out and 

will go to home page. If user have need of agricultural 

information he will refer Agriculture information guide. 

If user is dealer, he will choose dealer option and can 

create new account. After registration framer list page will be 

open, then dealer will choose the nearest farmer from farmer 

list.  Dealer will send request to the farmer and will 

communicate/deal with farmer. After that famer be logged 

out and go to home page.  

A. Use Case Diagram 

 
Fig. 6: 
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Farmer will create new account. After successful 

registration, farmer can store data on the server database. 

When farmer want any information about crop then access 

will be given through login. After login farmer can get 

information like video solution on crop disease, Toll free 

Calling, Current whether information. 

Dealer will create new account. After successful 

registration, dealer can store data on the server database. Then 

dealer will choose farmer from farmer list and needed crop.  

B. Sequence Diagram 

 
Fig. 7: 

Farmer will login the system. System will verify the 

farmer, if farmer account does not exists he can create his new 

account. After registration dealers list will visible to farmer. 

Farmer can select dealer and can communicate with dealer. 

Farmer can search video solution related farming problem, 

search weather information, etc. Dealer will log in system, if 

dealer not exists on server then he can create new account. 

After registration farmers list will display to dealer then farm 

will choose any farmer and will send request for needed crop.  

If the user already have existing the system or registered, then 

it will access the system. Otherwise they will not access the 

system without registration.  

IV. DECISION MAKING 

To provide the information about each and every crop in 

detail to the farmer. To provide best rate after comparing with 

various dealer. To keep awareness about the market rate with 

respect to crop to the farmer. To provide quality of crop to the 

dealer. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this proposed work, we represented the android project 

such that it will reduce the transportation load. By using this 

approach the all system would become more transparent so 

that it would be profitable to farmer and as well as to the 

dealer. This app will bring farmers in touch with profitable 

customers and help build sustainable partnerships to improve 

farming productivity. This app also provides information 

about the basic and modern technique of all the farming 

methods with respective land, soil, climate, fertilizers, etc.  
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